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 Logitech Nx Key Features: 2-Year Warranty Multiple Languages Product Description Using a long-life lithium battery,
Logitech Nx Key ensures that you won't have to worry about a replacement as soon as you need a replacement. The battery is

protected by a clear plastic shield so that you'll know it's still fully charged. We think you'll find Logitech Nx Key to be a great
investment. Find the largest selection of Logitech Products. Official Online Store with exclusive deals. Money back guarantee.

Sign up for our newsletter. Logitech G27 Racing Wheel More Info $199.00 The Logitech G27 is built with rally-ready
components to help you achieve maximum performance when you need it most. The race-proven G27 delivers up to five

different programmable buttons for precise control and enhances your gaming performance with three programmable
thumbsticks. Logitech G27 Racing Wheel Details: Features: Dynamic Performance Curve-Regulated air feedback delivers race-

ready control of the Logitech G27.A power button with separate red and blue light lets you quickly change between
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performance modes. Backlit Thumbsticks-Play with ultimate comfort and precision. Each thumbstick has two programmable
buttons for extreme gaming control. GameMode Settings-Configure the G27 to suit your games, like changing the sensitivity,

throttle curve, and brake sensitivity. Logitech Gaming Software-Make your settings automatic with the Logitech Gaming
Software-or just use a simple interface to change your sensitivity and throttle curve at a click. Dynamic Directional Steering-

Turn with the Logitech G27 and feel every corner. The directional steering adjustment is adjustable from 0 to +9 degrees. Race-
Win-Setup the G27 to fit your racing style with three programmable thumbsticks. The thumbsticks have two programmable

buttons for extreme control. Innovative technology The Logitech G27 is built with rally-ready components 82157476af
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